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Rationale  

 

Morningstar Credit Ratings, LLC (Morningstar) has assigned RAIT Financial Trust (RAIT) a „MOR CS3‟ ranking as a commercial mortgage primary 

servicer and a „MOR CS3‟ ranking as a commercial mortgage special servicer. The assigned rankings reflect our assessment of RAIT‟s operational 

infrastructure and portfolio administration capabilities for its respective duties as a primary and special servicer.  

 

In particular, the assessment and assigned rankings consider the following composite factors: 

 

 The company‟s five years of experience servicing two commercial real estate collateralized debt obligation (CRE CDO) portfolios and some 

other third party investors. (However, it has not yet gained any direct experience as a servicer for commercial mortgage-backed securities 

(CMBS) transactions, agency portfolios, or insurance company clients.)    

 

 While it services a relatively small portfolio (under 300 loans), RAIT, in our view, has experience servicing some large and complex loan 

structures that include many mezzanine loans and preferred equity positions in addition to first lien whole loans.  

 

 Our positive view of RAIT‟s performance as a CRE CDO servicer based on feedback from an investor and from the trustee.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Investor/Trustee Feedback * 

Overall Favorable  100% 

* Based on RAIT‟s ability to provide timely, accurate and sufficiently detailed portfolio 

reporting, and timely and accurate payment remittances. 
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 The company‟s well-experienced staff and management team, along with an organizational structure that we believe addresses the 

company‟s current portfolio administration requirements along with the ability and capacity to accommodate moderate portfolio growth.  

 

 RAIT‟s generally sound loan administration and asset management policies and procedures to address its current portfolio characteristics 

and associated servicing requirements.   

 

 RAIT‟s effective internal audit function and overall satisfactory audit results in the past year. RAIT has structured its independent audit 

program, which consists of quarterly reviews of cash management and reporting controls, and other selected operational functions, to 

match the content of a Regulation AB attestation.  

 

 An overall acceptable technology environment that centers on the Enterprise!  loan servicing system used in tandem with a customized 

database (developed in Microsoft Access) for certain asset management and loan administration tasks. Although, in our opinion, RAIT may 

not be realizing the servicing system‟s full capabilities, we believe that RAIT‟s technology environment provides the automation, data 

management, and reporting functionality that address the company‟s current primary servicing requirements and near term growth plans 

including some expansion into CMBS.   

 

 Our opinion that RAIT‟s technology tools for special servicing are less developed relative to many other special servicers, but do reasonably 

accommodate the company‟s current and near-term portfolio activity and needs.  

 

 RAIT‟s still modest history as a special servicer. We believe that the company, while handling a relatively small sized and overall moderately 

complex portfolio, has experienced loan workout staff and is steadily building a generally successful track record of asset resolutions. Based 

on its ability to conduct proactive asset management for its CRE CDOs, we believe that RAIT is adequately positioned to leverage its 

operational capabilities for other types of third party special servicing assignments involving commercial real estate collateral.  

 

 Our belief that the company is acceptably managing any potential conflicts of interest in its position as the servicer, special servicer, and 

principal investor for its two CRE CDOs with respect to its use of affiliated property management companies.  We will continue to monitor 

RAIT‟s activities in this regard.   

As of June 30, 2011, RAIT had approximately $3.8 billion of assets under management. The direct servicing portfolio was approximately $1.9 billion 

based on unpaid principal balances (UPB) and comprised of 266 loans. Since the end of 2009, RAIT‟s total servicing portfolio has decreased 11% by 

loan count, while the total volume by UPB has declined by less than 5%. The active special servicing portfolio totaled approximately $190 million 

comprising 24 loans and one REO property as of June 30, 2011. 

 

Forecast  

 

Stable  for both the primary and special servicer rankings.  

 

We expect the assigned rankings to remain unchanged during the next 12 months. We believe that RAIT has the operational qualifications to meet all 

of its current servicing and special servicing duties including the ability to engage in some additional third party assignments.   
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Company Profile and Organizational Structure   

RAIT is a publicly traded real estate investment trust (NYSE: RAS) headquartered in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The company was formed in 1997 and 

had its initial public stock offering in January 1998. Principally through its subsidiaries, affiliates, and investment funds, the company originates 

commercial mortgage loans and invests in and manages commercial real estate-related assets either as a direct property owner, equity provider, or 

lender. RAIT also acquires loans from third parties. The company‟s business affiliates include Independence Realty Trust, Inc., a recently established 

non-traded REIT sponsor and advisor; Jupiter Communities, a multifamily property management company; and CRP Commercial Services, a property 

management firm for office and retail properties. The company‟s subsidiary, RAIT Securities, LLC, is a registered broker dealer that coordinates RAIT‟s 

CMBS origination and securitization efforts. This subsidiary may also provide real estate investment advisory services to institutional clients.  

 

As a lender, RAIT‟s core property types are multifamily, suburban office, and neighborhood retail with financing structures that often include bridge, 

preferred equity, and mezzanine loan positions in addition to whole loans. RAIT‟s preferred property types as an equity owner have been multifamily 

and office. Approximately 90% of RAIT‟s retained servicing portfolio based on UPB is contained within two CRE CDO issues. All special servicing 

activity has thus far come only from this retained serviced portfolio. The company‟s annual production goal is about $100 million, and it originated 24 

loans with a total balance of $303.6 million through October 2011. While the company has sold some of its originated loans into CMBS, including five 

loans so far in 2011, RAIT has not yet been appointed as a named CMBS servicer or special servicer.  

 

As of June 30, 2011, RAIT had approximately $3.8 billion of assets under management consisting of commercial real estate mortgage and mezzanine 

loans, direct ownership positions and preferred equity in commercial real estate, and corporate loans issued through trust preferred securities (TruPS).     

 

RAIT conducts its primary and special servicing activities mainly through two departments: servicing and asset management. Additionally, RAIT‟s 

eight-person finance and administration department handles related portfolio accounting, treasury functions, and investor reporting tasks. To support 

servicing and asset management activities, the company has a three-person legal department and a two-person technology unit. 

 The five-person servicing department covers loan administration functions, such as loan boarding, payment processing, and disbursement 

processing, along with real estate tax, insurance, and reserve account management.  

 The 12-person asset management department is responsible for performing loan credit and cash flow analysis, overall borrower relationship 

management, and reviewing any specific borrower consents, including lease approvals and capital expenditures. A dedicated insurance risk 

manager also resides in the asset management department to analyze property-level coverage adequacy and claims. The asset 

management group consists of a five-person team, inclusive of its unit head, to cover specially serviced assets.  

 

As of June 30, 2011, RAIT had approximately 400 total employees including its loan origination and underwriting staff and staff contained within its 

property management, broker dealer, and REIT sponsor affiliates. The servicing and special servicing operations had 19 employees. 

 

Table 1: Historical Servicing Volume 
 

6.30.11 
 

 

12.31.10 
 

 

12.31.09 
 

 UPB (000s) 
# of  

Loans 
UPB (000s) 

# of  

Loans 
UPB (000s) 

# of 

Loans 

Primary Servicing  1,940,659 266 1,967,138 270 2,032,181 299 

   Floating Rate Loans Only 1,053,420 83 1,117,868 84 1,056,847 86 

   Cash Managed Loans Only* 1,765,999 240 1,790,095 246 1,849,285 72 

   Average Loan Size  (Entire Portfolio) 7,296  7,286  6,797  

Active Special Servicing (Loans and REO) 189,789 25 423,811 37 107,668 17 

*Loans with active lockbox provisions to capture property-level rents. 
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Operational Infrastructure  

(MOR CS3)  

 

Staffing, Turnover, and Experience   

As of June 30, 2011, RAIT, including its chief operating and chief financial officers, had 13 people involved in primary servicing functions and six 

primarily involved in special servicing. However, some of RAIT‟s managers and professional staff members have some overlapping responsibilities that 

involve both performing and non-performing loan administration and asset management.  Managers averaged more than 20 years of experience and 

the professional staff averaged 15 years of experience. Special servicing asset managers had an average of 16 years of experience, while asset 

managers monitoring performing loans had an average of 10 years of experience. The company reported no staff turnover during the first half of 2011, 

and reported three staff departures (one voluntary and two involuntary) during all of 2010. 

 

Table 2: Average Years of Experience (June 30, 2011)  

 

 Primary Servicing Special Servicing 

Position/Level Overall Industry Tenure at 

Servicer 

Overall Industry Tenure at Servicer 

Senior Management  30 7 37 9 

Middle Management 21 8 28 10 

Professional Staff   15 4 N/A N/A 

Portfolio Management Staff Only* 10 3 N/A N/A 

Special Servicing Asset Managers N/A N/A 16 6 

*Primary servicing positions involving credit/collateral performance or borrower request analysis. 

 

Table 3: Staff Turnover Rates*  

 January- June 2011 January- December 2010 

 Primary/Master 

Servicing (%) 

Special 

Servicing (%) 

Primary/Master 

Servicing (%) 

Special Servicing 

(%) 

Total Employees - Beginning of Period 

(# positions) 

12 6 14 6 

Total Turnover 0 0 21.4 0 

  Involuntary  0 0 14.3 (2 positions) 0 

  Voluntary 0 0 7.1 (1 position) 0 

  Management Only 0 0 0 0 

  Staff Only 0 0 21.4 0 

Management Level Hires (# positions) 0 0 0 0 

Staff Level Hires (# positions) 1 0 1 0 

Total Employees - End of Period (# 

positions) 

13 6 12 6 

*Staff departures divided by number of staff at the beginning of the period.    

 

Assessment: We believe that RAIT has a well-experienced management and professional team within an organizational structure suitably 

designed for its current business needs and a moderate amount of portfolio growth. We also considered that as a company, RAIT has not 

yet acquired any CMBS servicing or special servicing experience, although it has CRE CDO trustee reporting and remitting experience. 

Additionally, RAIT noted that some individual staff members have some CMBS servicing and reporting experience from positions held before 

joining RAIT. The operation also appears to demonstrate overall stability based on the staff‟s average tenure and on a low amount of staff 

turnover, within the context of the company‟s smaller size, and no management turnover since the beginning of 2010. For both servicing and 

special servicing, we believe the company may have some excess capacity based on its current workload ratios, which we consider to be 

below the respective industry averages.  
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Training 

RAIT requires all employees to complete 35 hours of training annually. The company provides formalized training opportunities covering various 

industry related topics through scheduled in-house sessions led by RAIT managers or invited speakers, attendance at industry conferences, and MBA 

and other externally-sponsored on-line or live classroom programs. RAIT does not have a dedicated training coordinator. Department managers are 

responsible for maintaining their own tracking logs of their respective staff‟s completed training hours. The company maintains a training resource list 

with website links that it updates quarterly in its written policies and procedures.  

 

Assessment: We consider RAIT to have an adequate training function commensurate with the size of the organization. We believe its 

minimum training hour requirement also is in line with many larger servicers. However, we have observed some other servicers using a 

centralized training database application to track their employees‟ completed training, transcripts, and session registration.     

 

Audit, Compliance, and Procedural Completeness  

RAIT‟s internal audit program consists of quarterly reviews of cash management and reporting controls, and other selected operational functions. 

While the audit program does not formally include a Regulation AB attestation, as it is not currently required, RAIT designed its quarterly audit program 

to address the core elements contained in a Regulation AB examination. RAIT has an independent compliance manager to manage the audit process 

and who reports to an audit committee consisting of independent directors. RAIT uses a third party firm, 1st Service Solutions, to conduct every other 

quarterly audit each year with RAIT‟s compliance manager conducting the other two reviews. The compliance manager is also responsible for 

monitoring any regulatory issues associated with RAIT‟s servicing activities. Besides the quarterly audits, RAIT undergoes an annual USAP attestation 

and Sarbanes-Oxley compliance testing.  The quarterly audit reports we reviewed from the second quarter of 2010 through the first quarter of 2011 

were deemed satisfactory and did not disclose any material exceptions. Some of these reports did contain a few minor observations regarding better 

monthly loan collection comment documentation (which RAIT stated it has since addressed), property inspection timeliness on new specially serviced 

assets, and the timely submission of all required asset status reports to third parties.  The 2009 and 2010 USAP attestations did not contain any 

exceptions.            

 

RAIT maintains documented policies and procedures on its shared network drive that cover its core loan administration and special servicing functions. 

The company stated that it updates its policies and procedures as needed.  In our view, RAIT‟s policies and procedures provide more policy and 

general practices rather than procedurally-specific details for certain areas. For example, we observed that the written policies and procedures do not 

appear to centrally contain specific guidelines or a standard format to document and prepare asset status reports and recommended asset resolution 

actions. The company‟s risk rating criteria and its approval authority delegations are also both maintained outside of the main policy manual. The 

written manual does include sample forms and letters, and some servicing system screen shots. 

Assessment: In our view, RAIT adheres to a sound internal audit regimen to monitor operational controls and compliance with industry risk 

mitigation standards and practices. The company‟s policies and procedures are adequately documented to address essentially all of its core 

areas of servicing responsibility, although certain areas may have some generic-appearing content and lack specific procedural details.  

 

Legal Liability and Corporate Insurance 

RAIT reported that it was not involved in any pending litigation related to its servicing operations. It also reported to us that it has directors and officers 

(D&O), errors and omissions (E&O) and mortgage impairment insurance coverage in place. As a servicer or special servicer, the company reported that 

it has not received any notices of servicing agreement default or citations from a trustee or investor client. 

 

Assessment: We have reviewed the company‟s insurance coverage limits and determined that they well exceed the insurance 

requirement minimums set forth by the GSE seller/servicer guidelines. Overall, we believe that the servicer, based on its representations, 

effectively addresses its corporate insurance requirements and is not subject to any outstanding material servicing lawsuits.    

 

Technology and Disaster Recovery  

RAIT uses PNC Real Estate/Midland Loan Services‟ Enterprise!  loan servicing system through an application service provider (ASP) hosted 

environment. RAIT also uses an internally-developed database built in Microsoft Access to support certain asset management tasks such developing 
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asset status reports and CRE CDO investor reports. RAIT recently hired a developer to upgrade the database so that it can serve as the central tool for 

all financial statement collection tracking and cash flow spreading. RAIT stated that it is enhancing the supplemental database in this area because it 

believes the main servicing system does not meet all of RAIT‟s functionality requirements for all of its asset types and investment positions. The 

company did note that it is interfacing the database with the servicing system so that certain common data can be shared and downloaded. 

Conversely, RAIT noted that it has expanded its use of the servicing system for other aspects of loan administration to reduce reliance on side 

spreadsheets during the past year. While the servicing system is not completely integrated with RAIT‟s general ledger system or integrated with the 

company‟s loan origination pipeline and closing process,  RAIT stated that it does upload certain servicing system report data to its general ledger 

system. In early 2010, RAIT increased its level of cash management automation by implementing a system-generated ACH file transfer process with 

its principal bank. RAIT stated that it will be gradually rolling out a borrower website across the portfolio during 2012. The company already offers a 

web portal for its CRE CDO investors to access portfolio performance reports. RAIT does not use a centralized imaging and electronic file management 

system.  

 

RAIT has general disaster recovery guidelines and procedures contained within its written servicing policies and procedures. The disaster recovery 

guidelines include some senior manager and principal vendor contacts, although it did not appear to include a full calling tree or corresponding 

instructions. RAIT performs a number of data back-up routines, including daily data replication to alternate file servers at its Chicago office and monthly 

off-site file transfers to a data services vendor. The company‟s disaster recovery/business continuity planning is predicated on staff members‟ having 

remote access to the servicing system and network files through a VPN connection, and their ability to work out of the New York office, which RAIT 

said can accommodate most of the current staff. As an ASP user of the servicing system, RAIT‟s disaster recovery preparedness is also largely 

dependent on the system vendor‟s own disaster recovery capabilities, which we understand are tested and certified annually.  RAIT conducts its own 

disaster recovery test annually, and stated that it can fully recover cash management, investor reporting, and all other functions through its alternate 

servers within two hours.  

 

Assessment: In our view, RAIT operates with overall effective technology tools to meet its data management needs for its current portfolio 

and investor reporting requirements. Based on our knowledge of the servicing system, which is widely used in the industry for CMBS 

servicing and trustee reporting, we believe that RAIT has the technology in place to service loans contained in CMBS. However, it is our 

belief that RAIT may not be realizing the full functionality potential of the servicing system based on our understanding of the system‟s 

capabilities. We believe that RAIT has overall sound data back-up protocols, even though we have observed some other servicers having 

more detailed business continuity plans.        

 

Primary Servicing Portfolio Administration  

(MOR CS3)  

 

Table 4:  Servicing Concentration by Geographic Location (June 30, 2011) 

 

State # of Props 

 

% (# Props) UPB % (UPB) 

Texas 40 13.61 338,793,977 17.46 

Pennsylvania 35 11.90 59,669,575 3.07 

California 26 8.84 150,699,452 7.77   

Florida 22 7.48 240,836,715 12.41   

New Jersey 13 4.42 86,872,479 4.48   

Wisconsin 13 4.42 61,708,940 3.18   

Arizona 11 3.74 196,209,945 10.11   

New York 9 3.06 148,086,745 7.63   

Other (26 other states) 125 42.52 657,780,904 33.89   

TOTAL 294  *99.99 1,940,658,732 100.00 

*Totals less than 100% due to rounding. 
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Table 5: Total Servicing Volume by Investor Type (June 30, 2011) 

Investor Type UPB % (UPB) 

# of 

Loans 

% (# of 

Loans) 

Balance Sheet (excludes CRE CDO)  30,154,191 1.56 23 8.65 

Banks/Financial Institutions 0 0 0 0 

CMBS  0 0 0 0 

CRE CDO – 2 Deals 1,776,639,227 91.55 216 81.20 

Agency (Fannie Mae, FHA & Ginnie Mae, Freddie Mac) 0 0 0 0 

Life Insurance Companies 0 0 0 0 

Other Third Party Investors 133,865,314 6.89 27 10.15 

Held in Warehouse (Pre-securitization) 0 0 0 0 

TOTAL 1,940,658,732 100.00 266 100.00 

 

Table 6: Total Servicing Volume by Property Type (June 30, 2011) 

 

 

Property Type            UPB # of Props 

Average Size 

(UPB) 

Industrial 2,775,000 3 925,000 

Lodging 39,200,000 9 4,355,556 

Multifamily 939,537,356 111 8,464,301 

Office 613,473,353 96 6,390,347 

Retail 344,848,682 74 4,660,117 

Other 824,341 1 824,341 

TOTAL 1,940,658,732 294 6,600,880 

  

 

Charts 1 and 2: Servicing Portfolio Percentages by Property Type (June 30, 2011)  
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Loan Boarding, Hedge Agreements, Letters of Credit, and UCCs 

During the first half of 2011, RAIT boarded 18 new loans and re-boarded 12 loan modifications. By comparison, for all of 2010, the company boarded 

four new loans and re-boarded 60 loan modifications. As a practice, RAIT stated that it targets a maximum of five days to board new loans with data 

necessary to conduct payment processing and investor reporting. RAIT also stated that it was generally able to re-board its modified loans, which all 

correspond to RAIT as the special servicer, within two days of closing. As noted, the company‟s loan origination and data collection process is not 

interfaced with its servicing system. 

 

During the boarding phase, the company creates, and then centrally maintains, summaries of any deal-specific key servicing agreement requirements. 

Loan boarding procedures require staff to compare system inputs to source data and there is a secondary level of review of loan set-up input data. 

RAIT stated that the servicing system does not provide exception reporting relating to loan boarding timeliness and accuracy. However, other 

servicers using the same servicing system have indicated that the system can produce such exception reports. RAIT does conduct a post-boarding 

audit to sample loan data integrity. Borrower welcome letters are issued within seven days of closing. RAIT stated that it does not automatically 

generate borrower welcome letters through servicing system prompts. However, based on our understanding of the servicing system‟s capabilities, 

we believe it may have the functionality to generate borrower welcome letters and other notices. As part of the boarding process, RAIT inputs any 

borrower compliance requirements and covenant triggers into the servicing system. RAIT reported that none of the new loans boarded before January 

2011 had incomplete or missing file documentation as of June 30, 2011. As part of the boarding process, RAIT images all loan documents, which can 

be accessed on the company‟s file server network.    

 

As of June 30, 2011, the company stated that it did service some loans with interest rate cap or hedge agreements. It did not service any loans with 

letters of credit (LOC) as supporting collateral. The company stated that it centrally tracks interest rate changes that may affect such agreements, and 

that it also tracks credit rating changes of counterparties. RAIT tracks UCC filing expiration dates via the servicing system. The company uses an 

external law firm in conjunction with a UCC vendor to monitor UCC renewal deadlines and re-file the continuation statements. The company reported 

no lapsed UCC filings between January 2010 and June 2011.   

 

Assessment: RAIT, in our view, has acceptably controlled loan boarding practices. We believe that the servicer‟s five day targeted 

maximum timeframe to board core data on new loans is well in line with industry norms. We also believe that because RAIT serves as the 

special servicer for loans it services, is not dependent on working through other special servicers, and its loans are not subject to CMBS 

compliance, the company has been able to re-board modified loans much faster than the timeframes typically noted by larger CMBS 

servicers. Based on our understanding of the servicing system, we believe that RAIT may not be leveraging the system‟s automation 

capabilities to generate letters and notices. We believe that servicers, such as RAIT, that also originate and then service their own closed 

loans, can streamline the loan boarding process when they integrate any loan origination/underwriting system applications with the servicing 

system. RAIT‟s stated loan administration practices to monitor interest rate cap/hedge agreements and UCC filings, in our opinion, are 

acceptably managed, even though we normally observe servicers‟ directly engaging their UCC vendors rather than having a law firm or other 

party work with the UCC vendor on the servicer‟s behalf.  

 

Payment Processing 

RAIT stated that approximately 70% of the portfolio by loan count has active cash management agreements in which RAIT receives property rental 

income to pay debt service and escrows with the remainder funded to the borrower to cover operating expenses. In total, checks deposited to lockbox 

accounts or wire transfers account for about 91% of all loan payments, with about 9% of all payments (approximately 24 per month) processed as live 

checks mailed directly to RAIT. In early 2010, RAIT increased its level of cash management automation by implementing a system-generated ACH file 

transfer process with its principal bank. The servicer stated that this process has greatly eased the funds transfer and subsequent investor remittance 

tasks. However, RAIT permits its borrowers to choose their own banks for rental collections (subject to RAIT‟s approval). As a result, RAIT cited that 

having this diversity of banks for cash managed loans has made it difficult to readily establish a direct banking interface with the servicing system for 

automated posting.  As a result, RAIT manually posts each loan payment to the servicing system once it determines that sufficient funds are available 

in each rental receipts bank account. The servicing system is then able to allocate each payment accordingly among principal and interest, escrows, 

and reserves.    

 

Live checks received on-site are centrally logged and balanced to system entries by the following day. Although posting, depositing, and system 

balancing tasks are segregated among the staff, RAIT stated that its staff will post these payments using the actual check rather than copies. Any 
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checks unable to be processed the same day are locked in a fireproof cabinet. RAIT can deposit checks on-site using scanned images. The servicing 

system balances payment receipts daily and reconciliations are reviewed by management. As of June 30, 2011, 83 loans, or about 31% of the 

portfolio comprised floating rate loans. RAIT stated that it regularly reviews the interest rate indices and accuracy of the rates contained in the 

servicing system. As of June 30, 2011, RAIT did not report any un-reconciled items aged more than two days in its payment receipts accounts. It also 

reported no items held in suspense that were aged more than 60 days. 

 

 

Assessment: We believe that RAIT has a generally sound payment processing function designed around its current portfolio requirements. 

Our opinion is based on RAIT‟s segregation of tasks, proactive bank account reconciliation process, ability to contain suspense account 

activity, and lack of any internal audit findings in this area. We also concur that RAIT‟s implementation of an automated ACH-based file 

transfer process in early 2010 facilitates the servicer‟s cash management and funds transfer tasks especially with cash managed-loans. 

However, we view the company‟s de-centralized lockbox banking approach for its cash managed loans and corresponding manual method of 

posting payments as inefficient, especially if servicing volume were to substantially increase. Additionally, and in contrast to RAIT‟s stated 

practice, we believe that using copies rather than actual checks to post payments is the standard industry approach for better cash controls.    

 

Real Estate Tax and Insurance Administration 

As of June 30, 2011, RAIT had approximately 52% of all loans escrowed for taxes.  The servicer reported no tax penalties from late or missed tax 

payments between January 2010 and June 2011. Tax payments are generally remitted within early pay discount periods. RAIT uses a tax service to 

track and remit tax payments to tax authorities for escrowed loans, and to report unpaid taxes on non-escrowed loans. The servicing system also 

tracks tax payment due dates and the payment status for all loans whether escrowed or not. For non-escrowed loans, RAIT refers to a monthly 

system-generated non-escrow delinquent tax report to send past due tax notice emails to borrowers requesting them to show proof of payment.  

 

As of June 30, 2011, RAIT had 54% of all loans escrowed for insurance. RAIT noted that its escrow percentages for both taxes and insurance do not 

include many other associated properties in which another servicer managing the senior secured portion of the debt is the entity responsible for 

administering the escrow accounts. RAIT has a dedicated insurance risk manager in its asset management department who works with an external 

insurance consultant to monitor policy renewals and coverage adequacy requirements. In addition to reports received from the insurance consulting 

firm, RAIT tracks basic policy expirations and coverage requirements on the servicing system with a supplemental spreadsheet used to track additional 

policy coverage information. The servicing department is responsible for managing escrow account disbursements. RAIT‟s consulting firm is 

responsible for issuing a policy renewal reminder notice to borrowers at 60 days before expiration with a second notice sent 30 days prior to policy 

expiration. The company reviews insurance carrier ratings semi-annually and prior to renewal for loan document compliance. RAIT maintains a force-

placed insurance policy through Great Lakes Reinsurance (UK) PLC, which has an „A+ Superior‟ financial strength rating from A.M. Best Company, Inc. 

RAIT reported no loans on that policy as of June 30, 2011, and that it has never had to use its force-placed policy. RAIT‟s force-placed policy has an 

automatic coverage endorsement that effectively provides for no gap in coverage once a borrower‟s policy expires. RAIT also stated that it will place a 

property on its force-placed policy immediately upon the expiration of the borrower‟s policy. RAIT‟s documented procedures also include control 

practices for the review and release of casualty loss proceeds. RAIT noted that while the force-placed policy currently has a $10 million per property 

coverage limit, it will examine the cost of increasing that limit. The company also noted that it maintains a larger blanket insurance policy that it 

believes could backstop the force-placed policy. 

 

Assessment: Tax administration, in our opinion, is soundly managed based on RAIT‟s monthly tracking practices, its having no tax penalties 

during the past two years, and its effective use of a tax service to monitor tax payment activity for the whole portfolio. We also believe that 

RAIT has a proactive and overall effective insurance administration function based on the company‟s policy tracking procedures, defined loss 

draft processing controls, and having a dedicated insurance risk manager supported by an external insurance consulting firm to review 

coverage requirements and pursue policy renewals. We consider RAIT‟s force-placed policy to have effective coverage provisions to mitigate 

any potential coverage period gaps. However, we do believe that the policy‟s $10 million per property coverage limit could be a risk concern 

given that RAIT has some much larger mortgage loans in its serviced portfolio. We consider RAIT to have proactive escrow analyses 

procedures, which are timed to incorporate the largest disbursement and managed through the servicing system.   

 

Capital Expenditure Reserve Management 

The asset management department monitors replacement reserve account adequacy and reviews disbursement requests in conjunction with the loan 

administrators. RAIT‟s reserve account management may also involve capital expenditure draw requests and interest reserve analysis on loans with 
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holdback provisions. RAIT tracks reserve account balances on the servicing system with management approval required to release funds. RAIT‟s 

procedures call for lien waivers on any items costing more than $10,000 and inspections for larger projects to monitor the progress of repairs or 

capital improvements. The company uses the servicing system to track balances and disbursements, with reserve balances reviewed monthly. 

  

Assessment: In our opinion, RAIT has sound oversight controls for capital expenditure funding requests and reserve account management. 

 

Investor Reporting and Accounting 

RAIT has approximately five years of investor and trustee reporting experience as the collateral manager and primary servicer on its two CRE CDOs 

(RAIT CRE CDO I Ltd issued in 2006 and RAIT Preferred Funding II Ltd issued in 2007). RAIT remits and reports monthly to its CRE CDO trustee. It also 

posts loan-level portfolio performance reports to its website for investors. As noted, the company has not yet served as a named servicer for any 

CMBS.   

 

Investor remittance and reporting tasks require the chief financial officer‟s approval. It segregates investor report preparation from investor remittance 

and account reconciliation tasks. Accounting department personnel perform custodial bank account reconciliations monthly, which is mostly 

automated. RAIT further noted that the process involves a secondary level of review and that the servicing department personnel also review custodial 

account activity during certain days in the month when most remittance processing occurs. The company tracks custodial banks‟ credit ratings for 

servicing agreement compliance.  

 

For 2010 and the first half of 2011, the company reported no unidentified items in custodial accounts aged more than 60 days. RAIT also did not 

disclose any reporting errors, late reporting, or any remittance errors during this time period. RAIT provides quarterly CRE CDO performance reports 

with loan-level information through a dedicated investor website. Feedback from the trustee and an investor was favorable regarding RAIT‟s overall 

performance with respect to responsiveness and providing timely and accurate reporting and remittances.    

 

Assessment: We consider RAIT to have generally well-automated and controlled investor accounting and reporting practices that are 

principally geared toward its CRE CDO responsibilities. Our opinion is based on the company‟s disclosure of no recent reporting or remitting 

errors, its lack of any noted audit exceptions in this area, favorable trustee and investor feedback, and the overall effectiveness and extent of 

its reporting capabilities, which we believe could accommodate CMBS primary servicing.    

 

Portfolio Management: Financial Statement Analysis and Property Inspections 

A dedicated team in the asset management department is responsible for monitoring loan-level and overall portfolio performance, which entails 

financial statement analysis, property inspection reviews, financial covenant and trigger event oversight, and loan watchlist management. Asset 

managers also handle any borrower requests, such as lease approvals, assumptions, and partial property releases.  

 

RAIT uses the servicing system to track financial statements collections and input the statement data. However, the company stated that it plans to 

manage these activities completely within its separate database application once the application is upgraded and interfaced with the servicing system 

during 2012. RAIT said that this approach will offer more flexibility to address its credit analysis needs.  By May 31, 2011, the company received and 

analyzed 99% of all required financial statements. 

 

RAIT primarily uses its own staff to inspect properties, although it also uses a vendor for a portion of the portfolio. As a practice, loan originators are 

not permitted to inspect properties securing loans they originated. All properties are generally subject to an annual inspection. The servicing system 

tracks the receipt of inspection reports and the resolution status of any material findings such as deferred maintenance.  During 2010 and through the 

first half of 2011, RAIT indicated that about 90% of all properties due for inspection were completed by or within 30 days of their due dates.  

 

Portfolio Management: Watchlist, Trigger Events, and Early Stage Collections 

RAIT maintains a credit risk rating for every loan based on a five-point scale. Loans with the two lowest ratings of „4‟ denoting fair quality and „5‟ 

denoting a potential problem or specially serviced loan are placed on the watchlist for additional monitoring. As of June 30, 2011, RAIT had 20 loans, 

or about 7.5% of all loans serviced, on the watchlist compared to 31 loans on the watchlist, or about 11.5% of all loans serviced, as of December 31, 

2010. RAIT indicated that it does not use the servicing system to automatically indentify loans for watchlist inclusion based on financial statement 

triggers or inspection results. The asset management department prepares quarterly portfolio status reports that assess current risk ratings and 

watchlist status for senior management review.    
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The asset management department uses the servicing system to track loan-level covenant compliance items or performance trigger events contained 

in the loan documents. Given that many of RAIT‟s loans already have cash management agreements and that RAIT often holds a junior lien or 

mezzanine position, it did not report having any situations requiring it to activate springing lockboxes based on trigger events.  The company also has 

had very few situations arise as a special servicer in which it needed to exercise its rights to institute cash control lockboxes or rent assignments.  

 

Asset managers monitor and act on delinquent loans based on daily system-generated reports. RAIT stated that borrowers receive a same day email 

notice if payment is not received by the due date or end of a grace period. The borrower also receives a telephone call within one day and a second 

notification is issued two days after the final due date. RAIT does not use the servicing system to automatically produce collection notices which we 

believe is a capability of the system. RAIT stated that it has stepped up efforts this year to have asset managers document their collection efforts 

through monthly system entries, which was an observation in some recent audits.  

 

Assessment: We believe that RAIT has sound credit monitoring and portfolio management practices covering financial statement analyses, 

property inspection reviews, loan covenant monitoring, watchlist management, and collections. In contrast to RAIT, some other servicers 

have stated that they can directly leverage their servicing systems to identify certain triggers, such as the deterioration in debt service 

coverage, to assist with their watchlist management. While RAIT has elected not to use the main servicing system for financial statement 

collection and spreading, we believe that RAIT‟s approach to manage these tasks through another customized application with a planned 

servicing system interface can still be effective.    

 

Table 7: Portfolio Delinquency vs. Morningstar CMBS Rates (June 30, 2011)* 

  

 30 Days 60 Days 90+ Days (Including REO) 

  UPB  # Of Loans UPB  # Of Loans UPB  # Of Loans 

RAIT Delinquency Volume  1,230,000 1 0 0 97,607,088 24 

RAIT Delinquency (%) 0.06 0.38 0 0 5.03 9.02 

Morningstar CMBS Delinquency (%)* 0.80  0.57  6.85  

*Source: Morningstar Monthly CMBS Delinquency Report July 2011. Note: RAIT‟s portfolio contains no CMBS loans. 

 

Charts 3 and 4: Total Portfolio Delinquency Rates (June 30, 2011) 
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Table 8: Delinquency Percentages by Investor Type (June 30, 2011)* 

 

 30 Days 60 Days 90+ Days   

 UPB  # of Loans UPB  # of Loans UPB # of Loans 

Balance Sheet 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.22 1.88 

CRE CDO 0.06 0.38 0.00 0.00 4.60 5.64 

Other Third Party Investors  0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 1.50 

TOTAL 0.06 0.38 0.00 0.00 5.03 9.02 

*RAIT services loans only for the investor types shown. 

 

Table 9: Delinquency Percentages by Property Type (June 30, 2011)* 

 

 

            30 Days       60 Days 90 + Days  

 UPB # of Prop UPB # of Prop UPB # of Prop 

Industrial 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Lodging 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.02 3.06 

Multifamily 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.84 6.12 

Office 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.32 5.78 

Retail 0.06 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.85 7.82 

TOTAL 0.06 0.34 0 0 5.03 22.78 

*RAIT services loans only for the property types shown. 

  

Borrower Requests and Consents 

RAIT‟s asset management department handles any borrower consent requests, which have mainly consisted of leasing approvals. Consent reviews 

usually require managerial approval. Due to the nature of RAIT‟s current servicing assignments, consent activity infrequently requires review and 

approval from external parties. Although consent review volume has been relatively light (about two requests per month), RAIT‟s reported response 

times have been quite short and have averaged only a few days.  

 

Table 10: Borrower Consents Average Processing Times  

 

 January – June 2011 January – December 2010 

Consent Type # Processed Internal Time 

(Days)  

Total Time 

(Days) 

# Processed Internal Time 

(Days) 

Total Time 

(Days) 

Assumptions 0 N/A N/A 0 N/A N/A 

Leasing 21 4 4 28 3 3 

Defeasance 0 N/A N/A 0 N/A N/A 

Partial Releases 0 N/A N/A 0 N/A N/A 

 

Assessment: In our opinion, the company has controlled practices to analyze and approve borrower consents which have mostly involved 

leasing-related requests and not required external approvals.  
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Special Servicing Administration  

(MOR CS3)  

 

Charts 5 and 6: Special Servicing Portfolio by Property Type (June 30, 2011)  

 

 

   

 

Asset Review Process 

RAIT‟s special servicing work has thus far emanated mainly from its CRE CDO portfolios. Upon transfer of a loan to special servicing status, RAIT re-

assigns the loan to a special servicing asset manager with a transition meeting held between the performing loan and special servicing asset 

managers. RAIT also formally notifies the borrower of the loan‟s change in status. The asset manager conducts an update site inspection, conducts a 

file review, and prepares an updated asset status report (ASR) generally within 60 days. RAIT‟s ASRs are typically very brief summaries that cover the 

default related issues, the property‟s cash flow, estimated value, and market position, site inspection results, and any particular collateral or file 

issues. The asset manager is then expected to pursue an action plan based on the highest net present value (NPV) recovery of all available options, 

with the recovery strategy approved by the department head. The proposed strategy may be documented in the ASR. The company noted that it does 

not require borrowers to execute pre-negotiation agreements before engaging in workout discussions. Should a loan become an REO asset, the asset 

manager also prepares an updated ASR within 60 days of RAIT acquiring ownership. RAIT has predominantly achieved asset resolutions through 

restructures, which often include negotiations with senior lenders, although it has some experience managing assets through foreclosure litigation and 

borrower bankruptcies. Should a loan become an REO property, the loan asset manager may also continue to manage the REO asset. Asset managers 

obtain approval for specific resolution actions by preparing a credit write-up that requires management sign-off. The sample credit memos provided to 

Morningstar did not contain a management approval page or the NPV analysis. The company stated that it documents its management approvals 

through its investment committee minutes. 

   

Assessment: RAIT has, in our opinion, an adequately controlled process for its asset analysis and recovery work. However, we note that 

many other special servicers use pre-negotiation agreements and use a committee process to approve asset resolutions. We believe that 

both of these practices can assist with risk mitigation and benefit the asset resolution process. In our experience, other special servicers 

generally formalize their asset resolution strategies with management approvals and NPV analyses contained directly within their status 

reports, asset business plans, or credit memos, which practice we believe can serve as a better audit trail and offer added control to identify 

the final version of an approved transaction.  

 

REO Property Management   

RAIT‟s special servicing asset managers are responsible for overseeing external REO property management companies and executing REO disposition 

plans. RAIT has acquired some experience transitioning loans to REO status and liquidating REO. The company converted one loan to an REO and 
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quickly sold the corresponding multifamily property during 2008. It also completed a foreclosure in late 2010 but had not yet sold the property as of 

June 2011. RAIT also has real estate ownership oversight experience through its equity real estate portfolio that consisted of 40 properties with a 

book balance of approximately $862 million as of June 30, 2011. RAIT‟s property management company affiliates handle the day-to-day oversight of 

these properties.  

 

RAIT stated that it prefers to control property management through dual operating accounts, one to collect rental revenue and one to disburse funds 

for operating expenses.  Asset managers review external property management company monthly operating statements and property performance 

reports, which are stored on a shared network drive. RAIT stated that its accounting department will also formally reconcile the REO bank accounts 

and monitor cash flows against property budgets. Capital expenditures outside of budgeted items must be approved by the asset managers and the 

department head. RAIT maintains its own property and liability insurance coverage for REO and purchased real estate.  

 

Assessment: In our view, RAIT has adequate control policies and procedures governing REO property management accounting and 

oversight. The company also has acquired some practical experience, albeit limited thus far, with REO management and dispositions. 

 

Vendor Oversight 

RAIT maintains a centralized list of approved firms for appraisals, environmental and engineering assessments, and legal counsel. It is also building a 

centrally maintained preferred list of property managers and brokers. RAIT stated that it may not always conduct a request for a proposal (RFP) bidding 

process to engage vendors. The company‟s three-person in-house legal department is responsible for hiring external counsel. Asset managers, along 

with their team leader, review and approve legal invoices prior to payment. RAIT stated that it generally uses its own standard form of agreements for 

vendor engagements. RAIT does not use its asset management database or servicing system to centrally track vendor engagements. The company 

did note that it has a formal process to review vendor performance.  

 

Assessment: RAIT demonstrates, in our view, overall sound vendor oversight controls. We believe that a more centralized process to track 

pending and completed vendor engagements could increase efficiency and process control.   

 

Managing Conflicts of Interest  

RAIT is not a named CMBS special servicer and is not affiliated with the controlling class holder on any CMBS.  As mentioned, RAIT does have two 

property management company affiliates, which it frequently uses on its own investment real estate or may use on REO. In some of these cases, the 

RAIT special purpose entity (SPE) that owns the property will assume the existing debt which may be modified and included in one of RAIT‟s CRE 

CDOs with RAIT acting as servicer. RAIT does not have any real estate brokerage affiliates. As a practice, RAIT reported that it will not engage in fee 

sharing arrangements with affiliated or third parties in order to obtain assignments. The company‟s written special servicing policies currently do not 

specifically address the handling and disclosure of any potential conflicts of interest situations. The company stated it seeks to provide transparent 

disclosure on assets or transactions involving related parties and would continue to do so for CMBS. 

 

 

Assessment: RAIT, in our view, has some exposure, principally through its property management affiliates, related to potential conflicts of 

interest involving itself as a third party special servicer in its CRE CDOs. The fact that the company, through a subsidiary SPE, may also be 

the borrower on a loan in a CRE CDO in which RAIT is the servicer and special servicer could present another potential conflict. To the extent 

that RAIT acquires more third party special servicing work and particularly work involving any CMBS, we will monitor the company‟s use of 

any affiliates and alignment of interests with respect to its asset management and asset resolution results.  

 

Asset Resolutions  

We consider RAIT‟s historical special servicing volume to be fairly moderate relative to many other special servicers but commensurate with the size 

of its corresponding primary servicing portfolio. As of June 30, 2011, RAIT had 24 specially serviced loans and one unsold REO property with a balance 

of $11 million that was acquired in October 2010. RAIT classified nine of the loans, or about 38% of the total, as performing. The average aging for the 

unresolved, non-performing loans was 24 months excluding loans that became specially serviced during 2011. Since January 2010, RAIT resolved 39 

troubled loans with about 85% of these loans involving workouts through restructured terms. As of June 30, 2011, RAIT had five loans in pending 

foreclosure and three other loans involved in borrower bankruptcy proceedings.   
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Table 11: Special Servicing Loan Portfolio Activity (January – June 2011) 

 

Total $ Vol (000s) 

Total  

# of Loans Total # of Props 

Loan Portfolio at Beginning of Period 412,781 36 76 

Loans Transferred Into Portfolio:       

  Pre-Existing From Another Special Servicer   0 0 0 

  Non-monetary/Imminent Default Loan Transfers  41,301 3 3 

  Monetary Default Loan Transfers 11,367 4 5 

  Total Transfers Into Special Servicing  52,668 7 8 

Loans Resolved or Transferred Out of Portfolio:    

   Restructured Loans  (283,506) (15) (27) 

   Completed Foreclosures and Converted to REO  0 0 0 

   Individual and Bulk Note Sales 0 0 0 

   Discounted Payoffs (Excludes Note Sales) 0 0 0 

   Full Payoffs 0 0 0 

   Other Transfers Out of Special Servicing 0 0 0 

   Resolved Through Rep and Warranty Settlement 0 0 0 

   Total Loans Resolved or Transferred Out of Portfolio (283,506) (15) (27) 

   Other Adjustments  (3,185) (4) (5) 

Loan Portfolio at End of Period 178,758 24 52 

 

 

Table 12: Special Servicing Loan Portfolio Activity (January - December 2010)  

 

Total $ Vol (000s) 

Total  

# of Loans Total # of Props 

Loan Portfolio at Beginning of Period 118,697 18 45 

Loans Transferred Into Portfolio:       

  Pre-Existing From Another Special Servicer   0 0 0 

  Non-monetary/Imminent Default Loan Transfers  528,505 36 52 

  Monetary Default Loan Transfers 63,521 13 35 

  Total Transfers Into Special Servicing  592,026 49 87 

Loans Resolved or Transferred Out of Portfolio:    

   Restructured Loans  (240,202) (18) (30) 

   Completed Foreclosures and Converted to REO  (11,030) (1) (1) 

   Individual Note Sales (sale of co-op sponsor shares) (2,456) (1) (1) 

   Bulk Note Sales 0 0 0 

   Discounted Payoffs (Excludes Note Sales) (14,114) (4) (18) 

   Full Payoffs (9,862) (1) (1) 

   Other Transfers Out of Special Servicing (20,278) (6) (5) 

   Resolved Through Rep and Warranty Settlement 0 0 0 

   Total Loans Resolved or Transferred Out of Portfolio (297,942) (31) (56) 

   Other Adjustments  0 0 0 

Loan Portfolio at End of Period 412,781 36 76 
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Table 13: Asset Resolution Performance (January – June 2011)* 

  

Resolution Type 

Component of 

Total 

Resolutions  

(% by # of 

Assets)* 

Net 

Proceeds/Value 

(%) 

Average 

Resolution 

Time 

(Months) 

Loan Restructures 100 n/a 11.4 

Individual Note Sales 0 n/a n/a 

Discounted Payoffs 0 n/a n/a 

Full Payoffs (Based on Proceeds-to-UPB) 0 n/a n/a 

REO Dispositions 0 n/a n/a 

Completed Foreclosures  

(Converted to REO) 0 n/a n/a 

*Including completed foreclosures.   

 

Table 14: Asset Resolution Performance (January - December 2010)* 

 

Resolution Type 

Component of 

Total 

Resolutions  

(% by # of 

Assets)* 

Net 

Proceeds/Value 

(%) 

Average 

Resolution 

Time 

(Months) 

Loan Restructures 72 n/a 3.6 

Individual Note Sales 4 82 28.4 

Discounted Payoffs 16 >100 1.9 

Full Payoffs (Based on Proceeds-to-UPB) 4 100 17.9 

REO Dispositions N/A N/A N/A 

Completed Foreclosures  

(Converted to REO) 4 N/A N/A 

*Including completed foreclosures.   

 

 

Overall Asset Recovery Performance  

 

Assessment: In our view, RAIT is steadily building an overall successful asset recovery record. Our assessment factors the company‟s 

ability since 2010 to complete a number of loan restructures, many of which involved some larger properties and complex debt structures, 

within relatively short time frames. We believe RAIT‟s propensity to resolve loans most frequently through modifications is driven in large 

part by the fact that RAIT often holds a subordinated lien position or mezzanine debt. We also considered RAIT‟s still modest experience 

handling REO assets and related dispositions, and the fact that it has not yet served as a CMBS special servicer.   
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Ranking Definitions 

The numerical scale of „MOR CS1‟ to „MOR CS4‟ is defined as follows: 

   „1‟ Exceeds prudent loan servicing standards in key areas of risk 

   „2‟ Demonstrates proficiency in key areas of risk 

   „3‟ Demonstrates compliance in key areas of risk 

   „4‟ Demonstrates lack of compliance in one or more key areas of risk 

A servicer assigned a ranking of at least „MOR CS3‟ is deemed to comply with what we view as the minimum prudent loan servicing standards and 

requirements for the servicer‟s operational category and role. To access Morningstar‟s Operational Risk Assessments of Commercial Servicers: 

Methodology and Process, please visit http://ratingagency.morningstar.com. 
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and thus are subject to change and should not be viewed as providing any guarantee. 
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